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Coherent Neutrino Scattering

• Idea originally proposed in 1974 by Daniel 
Freedman, predicting that for sufficiently 
small momentum transfers, the neutrino can 
interact coherently with a nucleus. 

• A process known as Coherent Elastic 
Neutrino(v)-Nucleus Scattering, or CEvNS  
is now experimentally realized. 

• Such a process would significantly enhance 
the cross-section, allowing it to scale with 
the number of neutrons squared.   

• This is now an observed neutrino reaction.
Target detector of the COHERENT experiment, 
first to observe the CEvNS process.



 
  

Fig. 3. Observation of Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering. Shown are residual differences 
(datapoints) between CsI[Na] signals in the 12 µs following POT triggers, and those in a 12-µs window before, 
as a function of their (A) energy (number of photoelectrons detected), and of (B) event arrival time (onset of 
scintillation). Steady-state environmental backgrounds contribute to both groups of signals equally, 
vanishing in the subtraction. Error bars are statistical. These residuals are shown for 153.5 live-days of SNS 
inactivity (“Beam OFF”) and 308.1 live-days of neutrino production (“Beam ON”), over which 7.48 GWhr of 
energy (~1.76 × 1023 protons) was delivered to the mercury target. Approximately 1.17 photoelectrons are 
expected per keV of cesium or iodine nuclear recoil energy (34). Characteristic excesses closely following the 
Standard Model CEνNS prediction (histograms) are observed for periods of neutrino production only, with a 
rate correlated to instantaneous beam power (fig. S14). 
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Discovery!

As of August 3rd, 2017, a first detection 
of coherent neutrino scattering has been 
reported by COHERENT!  The process 
does indeed take place.  

Only 16 kg-years to get ~7 sigma!   

Coherent neutrino detection from 
reactors remains a goal for future 
experiments.

  
  

Fig. 2. COHERENT detectors populating the “neutrino alley” at the SNS 
(34). Locations in this basement corridor profit from more than 19 m of 
continuous shielding against beam-related neutrons, and a modest 8 m.w.e. 
overburden able to reduce cosmic-ray induced backgrounds, while 
sustaining an instantaneous neutrino flux as high as 1.7 × 1011 νµ / cm2 s. 
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The CEvNS Portal

• CEvNS has huge cross-section compared 
to conventional neutrino interactions, 
allowing for kg-scale detectors as 
opposed to ton-scale detectors. 

• The catch??  The signature entails a very 
small recoil energy. 

• Current technology —particularly with 
quantum sensors— has opened up this 
new detection channel.



The CEvNS Portal
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• CEvNS has huge cross-section compared 
to conventional neutrino interactions, 
allowing for kg-scale detectors as 
opposed to ton-scale detectors. 

• The catch??  The signature entails a very 
small recoil energy. 

• Current technology —particularly with 
quantum sensors— has opened up this 
new detection channel.



Drivers for Science

• Coherent neutrino scattering opens a new door for 
science and applications that were previously not 
available. 

• The program impacts three distinct areas of science and 
technology. 

• Driven by the ability of constructing low threshold recoil 
detectors which can be scaled to 100s or 1000s of units.

Fundamental Science Quantum Sensors Nuclear non-
proliferation

Technology Drivers

Leverages superconducting 
quantum sensors to scale 
number and sensitivity of 

detectors.



Fundamental Coherent 
Interactions

Neutrino scatters coherently off all Nucleons   

—> Cross section proportional to N2 

Initial and final states must be identical 

—> Neutral Current elastic scattering 

Nucleons must recoil in phase 

—> Low momentum transfer (qR<1)

Coupling term 
(tiny)

Cross-section 
(probability of interacting) Coherence effect

Neutrino energy



• The program also broadens 
the science reach for non-
standard interactions. 

• This includes anomalous 
couplings, as well as general 
deviations from Standard 
Model predictions. 

• Can also compare directly to 
electron-PV scattering.

New Forces

A unified approach to electron and neutrino elastic scattering o↵ nuclei with an
application to the study of the axial structure

O. Moreno1 and T. W. Donnelly1

1
Center for Theoretical Physics, Laboratory for Nuclear Science and Department of Physics,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

(Dated: June 16, 2015)

We show a relationship between elastic electron scattering observables and the elastic neutrino
cross section that provides a straightforward determination of the latter from experimental data of
the former and relates their uncertainties. An illustration of this procedure is presented using a
Hartree-Fock mean field for the nuclear structure of a set of even-even nuclear targets, using the
spectra of the neutrinos produced in pion decay at rest. We also analyze the prospects to measure
the incoherent axial contribution to the neutrino elastic scattering in odd targets.

PACS numbers: 12.15.Mm, 24.80.+y, 25.30.Bf, 25.30.Pt

In lepton-nucleus elastic scattering the incident and the outgoing lepton is the same and its energy loss ! is
transformed entirely into kinetic energy of the recoiling nuclear target; we denote the process as (⌫, ⌫) for neutrinos
(of any flavor) and (e, e) for charged leptons (again of any flavor, but electrons being of most experimental interest).
Coherent scattering is a particular case of elastic scattering where all of the nucleons in the target contribute to the
cross section through the vector Coulomb monopole isoscalar form factor of the nucleus, which is, unlike the rest of
incoherent elastic form factors, proportional to the number of nucleons. Coherence applies for momentum transfers
corresponding to nuclear-size wavelengths, q ⇠ 160A�1/3 MeV, and below; for larger values the Coulomb form factor
decreases and the incoherent elastic form factors, when possible (see below), become comparable.

Elastically scattered charged leptons can be easily detected, but in the case of neutrinos the proposed observable is
the recoil energy of the nuclear target through the ionization induced in the detector. Elastic neutrino scattering o↵
nuclei can be exploited to determine electroweak parameters at very low momentum transfers, to test the universality
of the weak interaction for charged and neutral leptons, or to estimate the escape rate of neutrinos created in a
variety of stages of star evolution. These motivations support recent experimental proposals to measure neutrino
elastic scattering, such as the neutrino program at SNS-ORNL [1] and the analysis of sensitivity to this process of
several neutrino and dark matter detectors [2].

Parity-violating (PV) elastic electron scattering is another nuclear electroweak process that has drawn much atten-
tion recently. The usual observable is the parity-violating asymmetry, defined as the relative di↵erence between the
cross sections of electrons with spin projection parallel (same direction, h = +1) and antiparallel (opposite direction,
h = �1) to their momentum:

A(e,e) =

�
d�
d⌦

�h=+1 �
�
d�
d⌦

�h=�1

�
d�
d⌦

�h=+1
+

�
d�
d⌦

�h=�1
(1)

Measurements of parity-violating elastic electron scattering o↵ nuclei can be used for precise tests of the Standard
Model (SM), including the evaluation of the weak mixing angle or of higher-order radiative corrections, as well as
to determine the neutron radii of nuclei [3], with implications to the neutron-rich matter equation of state and to
the structure of neutron stars. Recent or planned experimental e↵orts such us PREX I and II, using 208Pb [4], and
CREX, using 48Ca [5], have focused on the extraction of the neutron radii of the target nuclei with precisions as good
as 1.2% in the PV observable. There has also been recent interest in relatively low-energy electron beams for studies
of PV electron scattering, such as the MESA accelerator at Mainz [6] or an upgraded version of the FEL at Je↵erson
Lab [7], aimed at tenths of percent precision in the PV measurements.

The dominant electron-nucleus scattering process is overwhelmingly an electromagnetic (EM) one and therefore
parity-conserving (PC). On the other hand, the weak neutral current (WNC) is responsible for the parity violation
in electron scattering, since it contains vector and axial components that behave di↵erently under inversion of spatial
coordinates, and it is also responsible for neutrino-nucleus scattering. The probabilities of PC electron, PV electron and
neutrino scatterings follow approximately the ratio 1 : 3·10�4 q2 : 3·10�10 q4, with q the characteristic momentum
transfer of the process in GeV. In what follows we consider the exchange of a single gauge boson for each of the
interactions involved: one Z0, one photon, or one of each; we also neglect the distortion of the electron wave functions
due to the nuclear Coulomb field, although in practice it is usually taken into account. These two conditions are
known as plane wave Born approximation (PWBA).
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The elastic neutrino cross section di↵erential with respect to the outgoing neutrino solid angle can be written as
✓
d�

d⌦

◆

(⌫,⌫)

=
1

2⇡2
G2

F "02⌫ cos2(✓/2) f�1
rec

eR , (2)

where eR stands for the square of the WNC matrix element of the scattering process, namely the contraction of the
corresponding leptonic and hadronic tensors (see later for the normalization chosen).

It is also useful to express the cross section in a form that is di↵erential with respect to the target recoil energy
(equal to the energy transfer), related to the previous expression through a Jacobian,

✓
d�

d!

◆

(⌫,⌫)

= J(⌦,!)

✓
d�

d⌦

◆

(⌫,⌫)

, (3)

which is given by

J(⌦,!) =
d⌦

d!
=

2⇡ (MA + !) frec
k⌫ k0⌫ (1 + !/MA)

. (4)

In these expressions "⌫ and "0⌫ are the initial and final neutrino energies, respectively (k⌫ and k0⌫ the corresponding
momenta), ✓ is the neutrino scattering angle, MA is the target mass and frec is a kinematic recoil factor.

The di↵erential neutrino cross sections imply the detection of the recoiling energy or momentum (magnitude or
direction) of the target with reasonable precision; if, on the contrary, the detectors have a large energy acceptance
from a minimum value (!m, given by the detector threshold), up to a maximum value (!M , given by the specific
kinematic conditions), what is actually measured is

�(⌫,⌫)(!m) =

Z !M

!m

✓
d�

d!

◆

(⌫,⌫)

d!. (5)

The matrix element squared in Eq. (2) particularized to coherent neutrino scattering is eR = eRcoh, with

eRcoh = VL ( eFV V, T=0
CC, J=0 )

2 , (6)

where eFV V, T=0
CC, J=0 is the WNC Coulomb monopole vector isoscalar form factor, normalized so that in the long wavelength

limit (LWL), i.e., as the momentum transfer goes to zero, it becomes

eFV V, T=0
CC, J=0 (q ! 0) ! A sin2 ✓W , (7)

where A is the target mass number and ✓W is the weak mixing angle, sin2 ✓W ⇡ 0.23. The same normalization for the
full Coulomb monopole form factor (isoscalar plus isovector) in LWL yields the nuclear weak chargeQW = Z�p

V +N�n
V ,

where �p
V = 0.5 � 2 sin2 ✓W ⇡ 0.04 and �n

V = �0.5 are the proton and neutron WNC vector coupling constants,
respectively [20]. The Rosenbluth factor VL in the extreme relativistic limit (ERL) is VL = ↵⌫ (1 � !2/q2)2 where
↵⌫ =

⇥
(a⌫A)

2 + (a⌫V )
2)
⇤
/2 is a combination of neutrino WNC coupling constants, with (a⌫A)

2 = (a⌫V )
2 = 1 in the SM.

I. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRON AND NEUTRINO COHERENT CROSS SECTIONS

The elastic electron cross section, the parity-violating asymmetry in elastic electron scattering and the elastic
neutrino cross section for even-even nuclear targets fulfill the following relationship:

✓
d�

d⌦

◆

(⌫,⌫)

= A2
(e,e)

✓
d�

d⌦

◆

(e,e)

, (8)

where the cross sections and the asymmetry are evaluated at the same kinematic conditions (incident momentum and
scattering angle) and the ERL for the leptons has been assumed. An additional factor of WNC leptonic couplings,
namely ↵⌫/(aeA)

2, has been particularized to its SM value of 1; we note in passing that the neutrino scattering on
which we are focused is insensitive to the values of a⌫V and a⌫A independently, and therefore to the possible Majorana
nature (a⌫V = 0) of the neutrinos.

The relationship in Eq. (8) is valid for any neutrino flavor and for any charged lepton flavor (as long as the ERL still
holds), and for leptons as well as for antileptons in any combination, always within PWBA. For non even-even, J 6= 0
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New Types of 
Neutrinos

All suggestive, but no “smoking 
gun” accepted by the community 

at the moment.

Reactor Anomaly

The Reactor Anomaly (RAA)

Th. Lasserre – HEP 2017

Phys. Rev. D 83, 073006 (2011)

3σ anomaly

Solar oscillationAtm. oscillation? ? ?

CEvNS would strongly settle 
the question of whether  sterile 

neutrinos are responsible 
(unique channel to this 

physics).

A number of recent (and not so recent) 
results seem to indicate the possibility of 
sterile neutrinos.



Metallic superconductors can be used to 
probe bosonic dark matter at very low 
mass scales. 

Takes advantage of long quasi-particle 
lifetimes and thermal phonon emissions 
(and very small superconducting gap 
energies) to see low energy interactions.

New Particles

Superconducting Substrate (Al)

Insulating layer

 TES and QP collection antennas (W) 

SuperConducting Bias Rails (Al)

Superconducting Substrate (Ta)

Insulating layer

 TES and QP collection antennas (W) 

Athermal Phonon Collection Fins (Al)

Figure 1. Schematic designs for superconducting detectors that are sensitive to DM-electron scattering.
Left: Quasiparticles produced by a recoiling e� in a large aluminum arbsorber are collected by tungsten
quasiparticle collection fins and then their energy is sensed by a TES.Right: Athermal phonons produced
by a recoil e� in a large tantalum absorber are collected by aluminum collection fins and then their energy
is sensed by a TES.

superconducting gap is not important for the scattering process itself, its existence means that

athermal phonons and quasiparticles have very long lifetimes, and as such can potentially be

collected before they thermalize. Thus in the systems we consider, detection of DM operates via

the breaking of Cooper pairs in a superconducting target. We consider this idea in more detail

next.

2.2 Detector design with milli-eV sensitivity

Our detector concept is based on collecting and concentrating long lived athermal excitations

from DM interactions in a superconducting target absorber onto a small volume (and thus highly

sensitive) sensor. The collection and concentration of long lived excitations is a general concept

that has been a core principle of detector physics, from ionization in semiconductor CCDs to

athermal phonon collection in CDMS. Here we propose that this general detection philosophy be

applied in large volume (very pure, single crystal) superconductors to search for DM with mass

as low as the warm DM limit of a keV using standard superconducting sensor technology that

has been pushed to its ultimate theoretical sensitivity. A schematic of two proposed detector

concepts for light dark matter, that we describe in greater detail through the remainder of this

section, is shown in Fig. 1.

Detection of dark matter in such detectors is comprised of a three part process:

• Dark Matter Scattering on Target Absorber and Subsequent Excitation Production. A DM

particle scatters o↵ an e� in the target metal or superconducting absorber. In subse-

quent interactions, the recoil energy is converted into long lived athermal phonons and

quasiparticles.

• Collection of Excitations. The resulting excitations must be collected and concentrated

onto a small volume (and thus very sensitive) sensor; this is typically done via ‘collection

– 6 –

2

same way that superconductors and metals are excellent
absorbers of electromagnetic fields. For instance, we find
that a kg-day exposure on a superconducting target is
su�cient to exceed the stellar constraints for a hidden
photon whose mass is obtained via the Stuckelberg mech-
anism.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section IIA
we discuss how metals can be e�cient absorbers of low
mass particles. The process we consider involves ab-
sorbing all the mass-energy of the DM particle via an
electron recoil, with emission of an athermal phonon to
conserve momentum. We then describe in Sections II B
and II C our method to determine the DM absorption
rate from the optical properties of a metal. In Section III
we present the reach of superconducting detectors for ul-
tralight DM that couples to electrons, including hidden
photons, pseudoscalars, and scalars. We conclude in Sec-
tion IV.

II. DARK MATTER ABSORPTION WITH
SUPERCONDUCTORS

We begin by describing the DM absorption process, be-
fore computing its rate in a superconductor. We compare
our results for consistency against the standard Drude
theory for low-energy photon absorption in metals. Then,
in order to obtain accurate predictions at higher (& 0.1
eV) energies, we relate the DM absorption rate to mea-
sured photon absorption rates.

A. General Principle: Phonon emission

Absorption of low energy particles in a superconductor
can proceed when the energy of the absorbed radiation
(in this case the mass of the DM particle) exceeds the su-
perconducting gap. In the absorption process, a Cooper
pair is broken, and a pair of excitations is created. These
excitations have a long recombination and thermalization
time (of order a few milliseconds in aluminum), which al-
lows for their collection and measurement, as described
in Refs. [23, 24]. Once the energy of the absorbed par-
ticle significantly exceeds the superconducting gap, the
absorption process is identical in the superconducting
and normal phases of a metal. There are several ways
to absorb a particle (be it a photon or DM) in a metal.
One way is via impurities, where an o↵-shell electron pro-
duced in the absorption process becomes on-shell through
interaction with an impurity. In the case of interest here,
however, the target superconductor must be ultrapure in
order to enable the collection and measurement of the
created athermal excitations, and so this possibility is
not viable.

Instead, we make use of another process – that of par-
ticle absorption on electrons through the emission of an
athermal phonon in the final state, as shown in Fig. 1.
The emitted phonon is required for momentum conser-

X �

e e

q Q

k k0

X �

e e

q Q

k k0

FIG. 1. Absorption process on electrons for an incoming relic
particle X, where a phonon � is emitted in the final state:
X(q) + e(k) ! e(k0) + �(Q).

vation of the target material. Consider an electron with
initial momentum ~ki and energy Ei = ~k2

i /(2me). Assum-
ing the electron absorbs a single particle of energy !, the
final momentum of the electron is ~kf = ~ki +~q and energy
conservation gives

(~ki + ~q)2

2me
=

~k2
i

2me
+ !. (1)

(Note that momentum on the lattice is conserved up to an
additive reciprocal lattice vector, ~K. For electrons, the
typical energy scale associated with transitions involving
~K is K2/2me ⇠ 10 eV, which is above the energies con-
sidered here.) Then the required momentum transfer to

the electron is |~q| ⇠ !(me/|~ki|) ⇠ !/vF ⇠ 100 !, where
vF is the Fermi velocity. This cannot be satisfied for an
on-shell DM particle in the halo, which carries momen-
tum ⇠ 10�3!. However, energy and momentum can still
be conserved if a phonon with momentum ⇠ �~q is emit-
ted by the electron in the final state; in other words, the
electron recoils against the lattice. The emitted phonon
carries away a fraction of the excitation energy, but can
balance the large recoil momentum of the electron.

In the Debye model, the dispersion relation of a phonon
with 4-momentum (⌦, ~Q) is given by

⌦ = cs| ~Q| (2)

where the speed of sound in aluminum is cs '

6320 m/sec ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�5 in natural units. There is a
maximum frequency !D = cskD for phonons, where the
maximum wavevector for lattice vibrations kD ⇠ 1/a
is set by the lattice spacing a. For aluminum, !D ⇡

0.037 eV; therefore the maximum phonon energy is rel-
atively low, but the maximum momentum can be much
higher, !D/cs ⇡ keV.

B. Dark Matter Absorption

We now turn to computing the rate of DM absorption
in a material. The total DM absorption rate per unit
mass per unit time R is

R =
1

⇢

⇢X
mX

hne�absvreli , (3)

5

10�4 10�3 10�2 10�1 100 101 102

mV [eV]

10�18

10�16

10�14

10�12

10�10

10�8

�

Stellar constraints
(Stuckelberg case)

HB stars
(Higgs case, e0=0.1)

Resonant
LC Xenon10

Al superconductor

Hidden photon dark matter

1 kg-day

1 kg-yr

FIG. 3. Estimated sensitivity of an aluminum superconductor target for 1-kg-year (thick solid black) and 1-kg-day (thin solid
black) exposures, for absorption of hidden photon relic dark matter. For comparison, we show solar and horizontal branch
constraints for the Stuckelberg (shaded orange) and Higgs cases (dashed purple) [32]; Xenon10 bounds (shaded red) [33]; and
the projected reach for an LC circuit experiment (solid gray curve) [34].

In what follows, we use the results of this section to
relate the DM absorption rate to that of a photon, and
then apply the combined solid �1 curve of Fig. 2 to derive
the sensitivity of a superconducting aluminum target to
various DM candidates.

For the hidden photon model described next, we will
also require knowledge of �2 at low temperatures; here we
simply use the result in the Drude theory, Eq. (14), over
the whole energy range. We have verified the validity of
this approximation by comparing with measurements of
�2 at room temperature [35, 36], finding at most ⇠ 50%
di↵erence with the Drude theory.

III. RATES AND CONSTRAINTS

Utilizing the results of the previous section, we now
turn to ultralight bosonic DM — hidden photons, pseu-
doscalars, and scalars — in each case assuming that the
candidate composes all the DM.

A. Dark Photons

Consider a hidden photon which is kinetically mixed
with the hypercharge gauge boson, leading to kinetic
mixing with the photon,

L � �


2
Fµ⌫V

µ⌫ , (18)

where F u⌫ (V µ⌫) are the field strengths for the photon
(hidden photon). For the parameter space considered
here, this hidden photon may be all of the DM, where
the origin of the relic abundance is set by a misalignment
mechanism during or before inflation [37–39].

Performing a field redefinition of the photon Aµ !

Aµ �Vµ leads to the canonical basis, where the electro-
magnetic current Jµ

EM picks up a dark charge, eVµJµ
EM

in vacuum. However, this mixing angle can vary sub-
stantially from  due to in-medium e↵ects, which a↵ect
the polarization tensor ⇧ (related to the conductivity �̂
via Eq. (10)). In a metallic target such as aluminum,
the e↵ective mixing angle is suppressed by powers of the
plasma frequency,

2
e↵ =

2m4
V

[m2
V � Re ⇧(!)]

2
+ [Im ⇧(!)]2

'
2m4

V

!4
p

, (19)

where we used Eqs. (10), (13), and (14). Since Re ⇧ ⇡

!�2 is larger than both Im⇧ ⇡ !�1 and m2
V ' !2 in

our region of interest, we then have e↵ ⌧ . Note that
the suppression by the plasma frequency is di↵erent than
the electron-scattering case explored in Refs. [23, 24],
where the Thomas-Fermi screening length was relevant
for determining e↵ . The reason is that the absorption
process occurs when the momentum transfer is much
smaller than the absorbed energy, |~q| ⇠ 10�3m ⌧ !,
whereas scattering in the non-relativistic limit occurs
when |~q| � !. (See Sec. 5.2 of Ref. [24] for a discus-
sion of the (q, !)-dependence of the screening mass.)

For the absorption of the kinetically mixed hidden pho-

R.Hochberg et al arXiv:1604.06800v1 [hep-ph]



Neutrinos as Applied 
Technology?

• Inverse beta decay is by far the most developed technology, already used to measure reactor 
neutrinos. 

• Technology often requires large-scale detectors to have sufficient rate for determining 
change in fuel composition.  Also, neutrino energies below 1.8 MeV cannot be detected. 

• Coherent scattering does not suffer from this limitation. Advantages: 

• Smaller footprint for detecting neutrinos from reactors. 

• Has the possibility to detect neutrinos below 2 MeV, such as from breeder blankets or 
spent fuel sites.

3

FIG. 2. The dry storage facility at the Surry Nuclear Power
Plant in Virginia, USA [13]. Filled storage casks, highlighted
in yellow, contain 9–16 MTU each. In the benchmark scenario
discussed in the text, we assume that 50% of the spent fuel
in two 15 MTU casks (marked in red) have gone missing.
Colored contours indicate the exposure (in ton yrs) required
to establish the loss of nuclear material at the 90% confidence
level.

as a point source, is

N⌫ = 5.17 yr�1 ton�1 MTU�1
⇥

✓
10m

d

◆2

, (1)

where d is the distance between the source and the de-
tector. Note that this number depends on the time after
discharge and is for instance reduced by ⇠ 5% one year
later.
The main antineutrino background to the measure-

ment includes antineutrinos from a running reactor ⇠

1 km away from the detector. Backgrounds from other
power stations are smaller by a factor ⇠ 10�4 and are
therefore negligible. We have also checked that the back-
ground from geo-neutrinos produced in radioactive de-
cays in the Earth’s crust and mantle can be safely ne-
glected. Events are divided into 0.2MeV wide energy
bins. Denoting the number of signal events expected un-
der the two alternative hypotheses by Fi and Mi, and the
number of background events by Bi, we define the test
statistic

�2
⌘ 2

X

i

⇢
Fi �Mi + (Mi +Bi) log


Mi +Bi

Fi +Bi

��
, (2)

which follows a �2 distribution.
The results of the analysis are represented by the

contours in fig. 2 which indicate where the antineu-
trino detector should be placed in order to establish the
flux deficit at the 90% confidence level with 20 ton yrs,

���

� �
-� �
�-
�

��
�-
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FIG. 3. The planned long term storage facility at Yucca
mountain. The yellow grid indicates the drifts holding the
radioactive material at a depth of 300m below the surface,
while red and orange contours show the expected antineu-
trino count rates for a detector at the surface.

40 ton yrs, and 80 ton yrs of exposure, respectively. We
see that the detector needs to be placed within ⇠ 50 me-
ters of the a↵ected casks in order to successfully discover
the assumed loss of nuclear waste within a reasonable
time. Further improvement, i.e. an increase in the de-
tector distance d, requires larger detector mass m or in-
creasing the duration of the measurement t.
For a surface-deployed detector, we have to acknowl-

edge that cosmic ray induced backgrounds will represent
a problem for which currently no technical solution ex-
ists. However, the recent interest in sterile neutrinos has
triggered a massive, global e↵ort in detector R&D, see for
instance ref. [10], which is bound to result in significantly
improved cosmic ray rejection capabilities.
Application to long-term storage facilities. Above-

ground storage of spent nuclear fuel, while widely used,
is only a temporary solution, and the long-term goal
must be to establish underground repositories that can
keep radioactive material out of the biosphere for 104–
106 years [16]. The usefulness of antineutrino detectors at
such geological repositories is limited by the low antineu-
trino fluxes after strontium-90 has decayed away (half-life
28.8 yrs). Moreover, in order not to disturb the reposi-
tory, construction of antineutrino detectors seems feasible
and useful only at distances of order 100 meters or larger.
To illustrate the prospects of detecting antineutrinos
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FIG. 1. The spectrum of electron antineutrinos emitted by
spent nuclear fuel as a function of the time after discharge
from the reactor. We also indicate in gray the area below the
threshold for inverse beta decay, the dominant antineutrino
detection process, at 1.8 MeV. The data underlying this plot
is available in the supplementary material.

strontium-90, which decays with a half-life of 28.90 yrs to
yttrium-90, which in turn decays within hours to the sta-
ble zirconium-90 with Q = 2.22801MeV. Strontium-90 is
produced in around 5% of all fission events. The isotopes
with the next longest lifetimes with antineutrino emission
above 1.8MeV in their decay chains are ruthenium-106
(378.1 days) and cerium-144 (284.91 days). As a result,
the detectable antineutrino emission of spent nuclear fuel
after more than a few years is entirely given by strontium-
90. It is worth noting that strontium-90 (like all other
fission fragments) remains in the high-level waste result-
ing from reprocessing using the widely employed PUREX
process. In fig. 1, we plot the number of electron an-
tineutrinos emitted per second, per MeV, and per ton of
spent nuclear fuel as a function of antineutrino energy.
We assume a burnup1 of 45 GWdays. Di↵erent colored
curves correspond to nuclear fuel elements of di↵erent
age, measured in terms of the time after discharge from
the nuclear reactor. As expected, we observe a softening
of the spectrum over time, as short-lived isotopes with
large Q values decay away and only the long-lived ones
remain. Note, however, that even after 100 yrs, a non-
zero flux remains above the energy threshold of 1.8 MeV
for inverse beta decay ⌫̄e+p ! n+e+, the main detection
reaction for electron antineutrinos.
Dry cask storage facilities. As long term storage facil-

1 Burnup is a measure of how much energy per unit mass has
been extracted from nuclear fuel, it is directly proportional to
the total number of fissions occurred per unit mass. As a result
the strontium-90 content and thus the antineutrino emission rate
are directly proportional to the burnup.

ities for spent nuclear fuel are becoming available only
slowly, temporary storage solutions on the premises of
nuclear power stations have become a necessity. Once
fuel elements have been allowed to cool in a spent fuel
pool for ⇠ 10 yrs [11, 12] after discharge from the reactor,
they are typically transferred to dry storage casks, large
shielded steel cylinders several meters tall, each of them
holding ⇠ 14–24 tons of spent nuclear fuel elements with
a uranium content of 10–17 tons [12–14]. The layout of
a typical dry storage facility is shown in fig. 2. Even
though a number of safety and security measures are in
place to protect such facilities, manipulations are imag-
inable. The core of the IAEA’s (International Atomic
Energy Agency’s) methodology for spent fuel is so-called
continuity of knowledge (CoK): the amount and type of
fuel loaded into a cask is monitored and recorded, the
cask is closed and a tamper-proof seal is applied. As long
as the seal is intact and the records are available, the re-
sulting CoK allows to infer with a great deal of certainty
the contents of the cask. However, even during routine
operations it is conceivable that records are inaccurate
or lost or that the seals on the cask are compromised. In
this case the contents of the cask need to be reverified to
restore the CoK.

The scenario we envision is the deployment of an an-
tineutrino detector, with a fiducial target mass2 of order
⇠ 20 tons, close to the storage casks for several months.
Using as an example the storage facility at the Surry Nu-
clear Power Station in the U.S., where casks hold 9–16
metric tons of uranium (MTU), we assume that 50% of
the radioactive material from two of the 15 MTU casks
(colored in red in fig. 2) goes missing. This roughly cor-
responds to removing 3% of the total amount of nuclear
waste stored at Surry. We make no claim that an actual
diversion case would have any similarity to this scenario
nor that this could occur as part of routine operations, it
merely serves to indicate the general level of sensitivity
we might expect from antineutrino monitoring.

To determine what it takes to discover such an
anomaly, we simulate the expected number of detected
antineutrino events as a function of the detector position
for the two hypothesis “all storage casks full” (F ) and
“50% of nuclear material missing in two casks” (M). We
use the antineutrino spectrum given by the blue dashed
curve in fig. 1 (10 years after discharge) and the inverse
beta decay cross sections from [1]. Neutrino oscillation
e↵ects, though small, are taken into account, with the
oscillation parameters given in [15]. The rate of antineu-
trino events per ton of fiducial detector mass and per
MTU of source mass expected from a single cask, treated

2 The fiducial detector mass is the e↵ective mass, after accounting
for fiducial volume cuts and e�ciency factors introduced in event
reconstruction and analysis.
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Ricochet

A new experiment is being assembled to demonstrate the technology. 

Partnership between US and France to study neutrinos from nuclear reactors.



Phonons 
(meV/ph) 

100% energy

Ionization 
(10 eV/e-)

10% of energy

Scintillation 
(1 keV/Ɣ)

few % of energy

“Heat”

“Charge” “Light”

Different 
Approaches to 
Detection



To go to lower neutrino energies, lower threshold are required.  Phonon readout is 
a promising technology already used in many other experiments. 

Ricochet uses phonons readout to reach low threshold, with eventual goal of 
reaching 10 eV recoil threshold.

CUORE

CMB, Infrared detection Dark matter 0νββ

Where Phonon 
Technology is Used



A Detector Wish List…

(1) VERY LOW ENERGY THRESHOLDS:                          O(~10 eV) 

(2) ELECTROMAGNETIC BACKGROUND REJECTION:         > 103 

(3) SIGNIFICANT TARGET MASS:                                ~ 1 Kg  (AND SCALABLE) 

(4) TARGET COMPLEMENTARITY:                               Ge (SEMI-) AND Zn (SUPER-) CONDUCTORS

…and a Source Wish List

(1) HIGH FLUX                                                      ~ FEW GW POWER 

(2) ON/OFF CYCLES                                               ~10-30% DOWNTIME OF FLUX 

(3) OVERBURDEN                                                  UNDERGROUND (~150 MWE) OR SHIELDED



Requirement for Low Thresholds

• Signatures for new interactions is often amplified at low energies. 

• Calls for low threshold ~O(10 eV) detectors.
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Requirement for Low Backgrounds

• For no background rejection, thresholds below 100 eV necessary. 

• For factor of x1000 rejection, signal greatly enhanced for discovery potential.
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Ricochet

(1) VERY LOW ENERGY THRESHOLDS:                          O(~10 eV) 

(2) ELECTROMAGNETIC BACKGROUND REJECTION:         > 103 

(3) SIGNIFICANT TARGET MASS:                                ~ 1 Kg  (AND SCALABLE) 

(4) TARGET COMPLEMENTARITY:                               Ge (SEMI-) AND Zn (SUPER-) CONDUCTORS

``The first low energy kg-scale CEvNS neutrino observatory 
combining different targets and different bolometric technologies”

Q-Array

Zinc


Superconducting 
bolometers



Leverage two technologies that are used by both the US and French groups. 

This amplifies the science reach (complementary detectors) and reduces the science risk.

What Kind of Detectors to Use?

Germanium  
Detectors 

(based on EDELWEISS technology)

Superconducting Metals 
(Zinc) 

(new R&D effort**)

**Not really.  Superconductors were also studied by Oxford, Milan and Genoa groups.
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Germanium Detectors: 

Separation of recoil from electromagnetic events using 
heat and charge signatures. 

Ionization versus thermal phonon readout allows for 
recoil signal separation down to 50-150 eV thresholds.

Germanium 
Approach

EDELWEISS-Based  
Ge-Detector

EM Field Model



Prototype Detectors

• A 32 g Ge-detector (RED-20) — built at Lyon— 
serves as a prototype for demonstrating the 
semi-conductor technology.

18 eV energy resolution (RMS) 

55 eV energy threshold with a 32 g detector (Ge) 

stability at few ~% level

E. Armengaud et al., arXiv:1901.03588



Germanium Detectors: 

ER/NR discrimination limited only by ionization resolution (200 eV). 
Need to reach 20 eV  (best achieved 90 eV (arXiv:1611.09712)). 

• HEMT have lower intrinsic noise than JFET 

• O(10) eV resolution achievable with 10 pF input 

• First Cryo HEMT preamp being tested in Lyon

Germanium 
Approach

EDELWEISS-Based  
Ge-Detector

EM Field Model



• Neutrino-WIMP equivalent model independent of target material 

• CEvNS signal from reactor neutrino is similar to a 2.7 GeV 
WIMP  

• The equivalent cross section depends on the neutrino flux

Dark Matter Limits 
on Surface



• Neutrino-WIMP equivalent model independent of target material 

• CEvNS signal from reactor neutrino is similar to a 2.7 GeV 
WIMP  

• The equivalent cross section depends on the neutrino flux

Dark Matter Limits 
on Surface

Much of the risk reduced through 
demonstration!



Metallic Superconductors as Detectors: 

Zinc crystals become superconducting below 850 mK.  If operating at 15 mK, this is well 
below Tc.  Implies that capacitance dominated by lattice contributions (scale as T3). 

High Debye temperature implies low capacitance. 

Target atomic number very similar to germanium. 

Energy breaks Cooper pairs; turning into either quasi-particles or phonons.

Why 
Superconducting 
Metals?

qp’s ɸ’s

Zn Absorber
Tc ~ 0.85 K
ϴD ~ 327 K

to TES sensor

ν ν

gold pad (+wire)
Si (or SiO2) insulating layer



Metallic Superconductors as Detectors: 

However, quasi-particles and phonons do not evolve in the same way.  

Recombination times for quasi-particles become extremely long at low temperatures (~ 
seconds), while (a)thermal phonons operate at much different (faster) time scales. 

Separation of recoil from electromagnetic events using quasi-particle versus athermal 
phonon timing signatures should be explored.

Why 
Superconducting 
Metals?
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Zinc Detectors

• Prototype single crystals are now being 
made thanks to a contract with RMD, Inc. 
(specializes in low background detector 
crystals). 

• Crystals grown from zinc and aluminum 
ampules now readily made, without much 
difficulty (Bridgman method). 

• Have in hand several 25-40 gram zinc 
crystals, small Al crystals also produced. 

• Switched to cubes, to allow better polishing 
on all surfaces.

Zn

ZnO 

Au 



First (and Second) Pulses!

• First zinc crystals cooled to 15 mK and tested.  First pulses seen! 

• New zinc crystals also tested at cryogenic temperatures.  Extremely long pulses with 
different decay times observed. 

• Analysis underway to characterize pulses, energy resolution and particle identification. 

• Note:  This is thermal (not athermal) readout of pulses.

First pulse!!

Fast decay

Slow decay



Readout Scheme

Calorimetry 

(ECHO, HOLMES & NuMECS)

Calorimetric Approach

no filter for events far from endpoint 
� needs large number of counts 
� needs large number of pixels 

 
 
 
 
 

Technology for large Number of Pixels 

needs 
 
~ 1010 counts  for m ~ 10 eV 
 
~ 1013 counts  for m ~   sub 1 eV 
 
 
 
 
 

 
technology to read  
out such large  
pixel numbers   
is available and proven  
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Cryogenic Bolometers

Temperature rise in cryogenic bolometers 
proportional to energy deposition & 

capacitance. 

Since capacitance drops as T3 in insulators/
superconductors, one can achieve high 

energy resolution.  

ALL energy is absorbed.  No issues with 
backscattering, final states, etc.
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lower thresholds

Small changes in temperature can be 
captured by Transition Edge Sensors 
(TES), which allow great sensitivity to 

small temperature depositions.
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energy resolution.  

ALL energy is absorbed.  No issues with 
backscattering, final states, etc.

The absorber allows conversion from 
energy to heat (phonons)


For semi-conductors and 
superconductors, only lattice vibrations 

contribute to thermal capacitance (C ~ T3)


Small detectors & low temperatures  
=  

lower thresholds

Readout of TES done using SQUID 
amplifiers, quantum-limited 

magnetometers, ideal for small currents.  

Small changes in temperature can be 
captured by Transition Edge Sensors 
(TES), which allow great sensitivity to 

small temperature depositions.
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TES3Resistance3@3Tc



SQUID Readout

• Successfully secured ACC grant with Lincoln 
Laboratories to work on multiplexing SQUID array. 

• Leverage large fabrication infrastructure for 
development of quantum readout devices. 

• Developing RF-SQUIDs (micro-resonators) to read 
multiple channels with one system. 

• Tuned resonators based on transmission line 
impedance.  Each resonator is tuned to a specific 
frequency (around 7 GHz). 

Flux line

rf-SQUID amplifies TES signal 
above HEMT noise floorTES

Resonator

HEMT
TN = 5 K

uMux Schematic

Traveling Wave 
Parametric Amplifiers



Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifiers
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Neutrino Sources

• The variety of sources trade off flux, energy and 
knowledge of spectrum.

Sources Pros Cons

Radioactive 
Sources (Electron 

Capture)

Mono-energetic, can 
place detector < 1m from 

source, ideal for sterile 
neutrino search

< 1 MeV energies require 
very low (~10 eVnr) 

thresholds, limited half-
life, costly

Nuclear Reactors Free*, highest flux

Spectrum not well known 
below 1.8 MeV, site 

access can be difficult, 
potential neutron 

background

Spallation/Decay 
at Rest

Higher energies can use 
higher detector 

thresholds, timing can 
cut down backgrounds 

significantly

Prompt neutron flux; 
large shielding or 
distances needed



Neutrino Sources

• The variety of sources trade off flux, energy and 
knowledge of spectrum.

8	

Relevant	sources	for	CEνNS	detec:on	

Neutrino Sources

0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0 50.0109
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SNS:
nm
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ne

Reactors:
MIT reactor
H5 MWL
Advanced Test
reactor H110 MWL
San Onofre
reactor H3.4 GWL

EC Sources:
37Ar H5 MCiL

• The variety of sources trade off flux, energy and 
knowledge of spectrum.

§  The	variety	of	sources	trade	off	flux,	energy	and	knowledge	of	spectrum	

Reactors	

SNS		

Electron	capture	source	

Ma0hieu	Vivier	-	GdR	Neutrino	2017	



Range of Detection

• The following table lists the potential detection and rate 
capability assuming a 1 kg target detector and a 50 eV 
energy threshold.  This is the reach from current 
technology. 

• Megawatt reactors can yield rates at meter-scale distances; 
Gigawatt reactors at hundreds of meters distances.

Power 
(Megawatts)

Distance 
(meters) Neutrino Flux

Detected Events 
( per day) 

Double Chooz 
(France)

4250 400 5 ⨉1010 ν/cm2/s 0.6

MITR 
(USA) 5.5 4 6 ⨉1011 ν/cm2/s 7.4

ILL  
(France) 58.3 10 1 ⨉1012 ν/cm2/s 12.5

Double Chooz 
(France) 4250 80 1.2 ⨉1012 ν/cm2/s 14.3

Brokdorf 
(Germany) 3900 17 2.4 ⨉1013 ν/cm2/s 290

Kalinin 
 (Russia) 3000 10 5 ⨉1013 ν/cm2/s 645



The Early Ricochet Program

• Early potential location, the MIT research 
reactor in Cambridge, MA 

• Details: 

• 5.5 MW thermal tower 

• 4.5x1011 ν/cm2/s @ 4 meters from core 

• 4 weeks on, 1 week off  operating cycle 

• PROs:  

• Ideal for sterile neutrino searches 

• CONs:  

• practically no overburden,  

• reactogenic background is very large
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Ricochet @ Chooz

• The Chooz Near Site 

• Chooz two core reactors (~8.5 GW power combined). 
• About 400 meters from the cores with 150 m.w.e. 

overburden. 
• Thermal power changes over the course of the year 

(40% with one reactor off). 
• PROs:  

• Almost zero neutron background from reactor. 
Infrastructure already exists.  

• 120 m.w.e. overburden allows for significant reduction 
of cosmogenic background. 

• CONs:  

• Low CEvNS rate 
• Not optimal for sterile searches

The Chooz Reactors



Ricochet @ ILL

• The ILL Grenoble Site 

• 58 MW thermal power. 

• Over 20 events/day/kg at 7 m from the 
core. 

• PROs:  

• 3-4 cycles per year, ideal for ON/OFF 
background studies 

• Significant (15 m.w.e) overburden for 
background reduction. 

• Benefit from STEREO experience 

• CONs:  

• Presence of active neutrino beam lines.



Ricochet @ ILL

• The ILL Grenoble Site 

• 58 MW thermal power. 

• Over 20 events/day/kg at 7 m from the 
core. 

• PROs:  

• 3-4 cycles per year, ideal for ON/OFF 
background studies 

• Significant (15 m.w.e) overburden for 
background reduction. 

• Benefit from STEREO experience 

• CONs:  

• Presence of active neutrino beam lines.

Letter of Intent submitted to ILL for consideration



Summary

After forty years, we are finally at the point where coherent neutrino scattering is 
detectable.  This opens a myriad of doors in the ability to explore new physics 
and even in applications. 

Ricochet is quickly building as an experiment with fast sensitivity to first CEνNS 
detection using promising and proven bolometric technologies. 

Could open the the door for a wide range of physics beyond the Standard Model.



Summary

Ricochet

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION


